Welcome to the KU Natural History Museum! Use this checklist to explore the museum as you move through the galleries. Feel free to follow the list in order, or check off items as you go. Complete as many or as few as you want. There are no set answers. Happy hunting!

Find...

1. a skeleton that is taller than you
2. an insect bigger than your thumb
3. a map
4. an animal that makes a bad smell
5. an animal with a shell
6. a nest
7. something an animal left behind
8. an infant or juvenile
9. an animal that scavenges for food
10. an animal that swims but is not a fish
11. a case containing more than five specimens
12. a plant that grows in the desert
13. a specimen that is hanging
14. A specimen you can touch
15. an animal with hooves
16. an animal that hunts and eats other animals (predator)
17. an animal you have never seen before
18. an animal that fans its tail feathers
19. an animal with teeth larger than your fist
20. an animal that could fit in your hand
21. an animal whose wing is longer than your arm
22. an animal that lives in trees
23. a plant you might see in Kansas
24. the word evolution three times
25. an animal with sharp teeth
26. an animal with six legs
27. something the same color as your shirt
28. something older than you
29. an animal that walks on four legs
30. a snake in the Panorama